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Nine ichnospecies are recorded from the lower part of the
Wulff Land Formation (Early Wenlock) on the east side of the
valley north of Apollo Sø in Wulff Land, western North Green
land. There, the formation consists of a silicic1astic slope se
quence of dark grey mudstones interbedded with subordinate
siltstones and sandstones. The trace fossils are: cf. Chondrites
ichnosp., Gordia marina, Helminthopsis ichnosp., Megagrap
ton irregulare, Muensteria ichnosp., Neonereites multiserialis
ichnosp. nov., Nereites jacksoni, Paleodictyon (Glenodictyon)
imperfectum and Paleodictyon ichnosp. In addition to contain
ing a new ichnospeciesy the assemblage documents only the
second detailed account of trace fossils in Lower Palaeozoic
slope sequences; most of the ichnospecies have not been rec
orded previously in such sequences.
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Unlike basinal flysch and shallow water clastic and carbonate deposits, slope deposits have
very imperfectly known trace fossil assemblages. This is particularly true of Lower Palaeo
zoic sediments, where most ichnological studies have dealt with shelf clastics (see, for
example, Fillion & Pickerill, in press). Trace fossils from Lower Palaeozoic shelf carbonates
(e.g. Narbonne, 1984; Pickerill et al., 1984) and basinal deposits (e.g. Pickerill, 1980, 1981;
Benton, 1982) are more rarely documented, whereas traces from Lower Palaeozoic slope
deposits remain virtuaIly unknown. To our knowledge, the only trace fossils described in
detail from such a sequence are those from Arctic Canada (Narbonne, 1984) which occur in
a similar sequence to that in North Greenland. The trace fossils documented here, which
were collected during a rapid preliminary reconnaisance of the area, are thus important on
two accounts: first as records, per se, of the types of traces to be found in Lower Palaeozoic
slope deposits and, secondly, their documentation offsets the imbalance of trace fossil
descriptions in the existing literature (for review see Ekdale et al., 1984).
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Geological Selting

The Lower Paiaeozoic of North Greenland comprises cxtcnsivc outcrops af southerly
platform and northerly deep-watcr sediments (fig. l) which represent the eastward canlin·
uarion of the Franklinian Basin af adjacent Ellesrnerc Island, Canada (Trettin, 1971; Kerr,
1976; Peel, 1982). During tJ1C Silurian. the platform margin was generally dcfined by a
varicty af carbonate mound complcxcs. many of which continued to accrete whilst the
northern part af the platform was progressively drowncd by fairly continuous suhsidence
(Sønderholm el al., 1987). an ar at the cdge af the platform itself, an up to 2 km thickness af
shatlow water platform carbonales accumulated ;:md to the north a main ly dcep-watcr clastic
sequence at least 6 km lhick infiJled the lrough. During the Silurian. the platform to (rough
transition was generalty very rapid and il was undoublcdly slcep and complicatcd by the
presence of the platform-edge mounds (fig. 2). Slopc dcpasits comprise a eomplex in
terdigitation af starved toc-of-slopc mudstones, thick conglomerates comprising large blocks
uf limestone derived from lhe plalform and the mounds. down-slope carbonate buiId-ups
and p<lCkelS af inlcrbedded mudstones, silLSlanes and thin sandstones (fig. 2).
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Fig. I. Simplified geological map of central and weSlcrn North Greenland shuwing southerly platfurm
and nonherl)' ba..'iin sediments.
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Nyeboe Land Formation: lower Ludlow and younger flysch turbidites

Wulff land Formation: Lower Wenlock to Lower ludlow slope and basin plain
mudstones and siltslones

Lafayette Bugt Formation: Upper L1andovery to lower Wenlock slope and
toe-of-slope mudstones wilh limestone conglomerates

Washington Land Group: Llandovery to Wenlock shelf carbonaies with large
mud mounds

Fig. 2. Schernatic profile af thc Silurian sequence north uf Apollo Sø in Wulff Land showing southerly

platform carbonatc s with platform and platfurm-edge moum!s and nanking slope dcposits to the north

(cf. f;g. 3,,).

The trace fossils dcscribed berein were collected from siltylsandy horizons in the lower
part or the Wulff L.md Formation (probably Early Wcnlock) an the east side of the valley
Ilorth of Apollo Sø in Wulff Land (figs 2. 3). The Wulff Land Formation comprises dark grey
siliciC!astic mudstones interbedded with subordinate thin beds af siltstones and finc-grainecl
sandstones, wllich have becn intcrpreted as slope and basin plain deposits (Hurst & Surlyk,
1982). There is 110 evidence that sediments of the formation ovcrlapped omo the southerly
carbonatc platform, although this scems likely. To tbe north, sediments af tlle Wulff Land
Formation intcrdigitate with and are overlain by turbidites of the Lauge Koch Land forma~

lion (Hurst & Surlyk, 1982). Thus, although the Wulff Land Formation extends northwards,

the samples described here are from tile most proximal areas to tlle platform wllere stceper
than general dips and intercalated slumped horizolls are suggestive of depo<;ition on a
substantial slupt'.

Trace fossil descriptions

In accordance with common ichnological procedure (Hantzschel, 1975) the trace fossils
from the twclve availabIc slabs (GGU collections 301515-301526 illclusive) are dcscribed
bclow in alphabctical order rather than in any morphulogical Ol' behavioural groupings.
Dctailcd c!isclIssions regarding thc producer(s) af individual trace fossils. and their envi~

rOllmental and straligraphic occurrencc are omitted; such discussions can be obtained in a
variety af rcccnt publications (e.g. Crimes & Harper, 1977; I-Jantzschel, 1975; Ksiazkiewicz,
1977; Ekdale et al., '1984).
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D lafayette Bugt Formation

D Wulfl Land Formation

L:}/:j Nyeboe Land Formation

Fig. 3. Sample locality (arrowed): a. Field photograph af !he valley side nanh af Apollo Sø. which
shows the margin of the Silurian carbonatc shclf (5) nan ked to north by slope deposils of (nc Lafaycltc
Bugt (L) and Wulff Land (W) Formations. b. Gcolngical sketch map of the central Wulff Lmd arca.

Iclmogcnus Cholldrires von Sternberg, J883
cL Chondrires ichnosp.

rig.4a

Ve:saipliofl. A single specimen (MGUl-I 18.290 from GGU col1ection 301517) prcscrved in
positive hyporelief Oll a fine-grained sandstone sole. The trace fonns Cl demIritic network ef
burraws which extend distally for at least 8 cm from a poorly·prcscrvcd apex. lndividual
burrows are 4 mm in diameter; burrow fiH is uf identical grain size to cnclosing sediment. A



rig. 4. a. cL Chondriles ichnosp .. x 0.6. MGUH IS.290 from GGU colleclion 301517. b. Corelia marina

Emmons, 1844, x O.S. MGUJ-l 18.291 from <I<IU collection 301519. c. Helmirl1llOfJsi~ ichnosp .. X 0.67.
rv1<1UII 18.292 from <.JGU COllcclion 301518. d. Mue"sreria ichnosp .. x 0.8. MGUJ-l 18.293 from (",<lU

l:ollcctioll 301522. e. Nereires j(/ck.wl1i Emmons. 1844, X O.7S. MGUH IS.294 from GGU collectintl

101515.
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single order of branching at relativelyacute angles (30-35°) is present, though not through
out; no swellings occur at the branches.

Remarks. The specimen is only tentatively identified as Chondrites von Sternberg, 1883
because it lacks the truly dendritic and ramifying branching systems characteristic of this
ichnogenus. Additionally, the individual burrows are rather large in diameter compared to
most previously described examples. The specimen somewhat resembles Phycodes Richter ,
1850 in plan view (see Fillion & Pickerill, in press) but cannot be assigned to this ichnogenus
because of the absence of a Spreite. Chondrites is a facies-crossing trace produced by a
variety of organisms (see Fillion & Pickerill, 1984) and ranges in age from Late Precambrian
to Holocene (Hantzschel, 1975; Ekdale, 1977; Crimes & Gerrns, 1982).

Ichnogenus Gordia Emmons, 1844
Gordia marina Emmons, 1844

Fig.4b

Description. A single specimen (MGUH 18.291 from GGU collection 301519) forming a
dense network, and isolated and incomplete burrow segments in GGU collection 301515 in
association with Nereites jacksoni Emmons, 1844, comprise curved, meandrine burrows that
exhibit no systematic meander patterns, burrows 0.9 mm in diameter (which appears
constant but is difficult to determine precisely) and showing a tendency to level crossing.
Burrows are smooth, horizontal, unbranched and possess an identical fill to that of the
enclosing sediment.

Remarks. The original scanty description of the ichnogenus has led to confusion and
taxonomic inconsistencies but most authors regard the presence of level crossing as diag
nostic (see Fillion & Pickerill, in press). The other common ichnospecies, G. moiassica
Heer, 1865 should be regarded as a junior synonym of G. marina (Pickerill, 1981). Gordia is
a facies-crossing trace ranging in age from Late Precambrian to Holocene (Hiintzschel,
1975).

Ichnogenus Helminthopsis Heer, 1877
Helminthopsis ichnosp.

Fig.4c

Description. Irregularly winding or meandering smooth burrows of variable length preserved
in convex hyporelief on fine-grained sandstone soles. Individual burrows do not touch or
cross themselves but separate systems may intersect. Burrows range in diameter from 2.5-5
mm; burrow diameter is constant in individual specimens. Burrow fill is identical or, rarely,
coarser grained than enclosing sediment.

Remarks. Detailed discussions of various aspects of Helminthopsis Heer, 1877, including its
various ichnospecies and environmental and stratigraphic distributions, have been presented
by Ksiazkiewicz (1977) and more recently by Fillion & Pickerill (in press) , who show that the
ichnogenus is a facies-crossing form ranging in age from Late Precambrian to Holocene. The
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trace is the most commonly occurring form in the available collections; it is only identified at
the ichnogeneric level because the small size of the available slabs precludes a more rigorous
analysis of the exact courses followed by most specimens, which is a prerequisite for
ichnospecies determination (Ksiazkiewicz, 1977).

Ichnogenus Megagrapton Ksiazkiewicz, 1968
Megagrapton irregulare Ksiazkiewicz, 1968

Fig.6a

Description. A single specimen (MGUH 18.297 from GGU collection 301521) preserved in
positive hyporeIief on a fine-grained sandstone sole; consists of widely spaced (up to 32
mm), irregular and incomplete polygonal networks of relatively large diameter (2-3 mm)
burrows. Burrow segments are variable in length (5-15 mm), are straight to gently curved,
and are smooth. Branching is irregular but typically at high angles of 70-90°.

Remarks. Detailed systematic studies of Megagrapton Ksiazkiewicz, 1968 have been pre
sented by both Seilacher (1977) and Ksiazkiewicz (1977), though M. irregulare Ksiazkiewicz,
1968 is the only ichnospecies they recognise in common. M. irregulare is characterised by its
irregular and incomplete polygonal networks and relatively large burrow diameter. To date
it has been recorded only rarely from Lower Palaeozoic (Ordovician) strata (Chamberlain,
1977) and is more typically a deep-water Mesozoic ichnospecies (Ksiazkiewicz, 1977).

Ichnogenus Muensteria von Sternberg, 1833
Muensteria ichnosp.

Fig.4d

Description. Ten individual burrows preserved on a single slab (MGUH 18.293 from GGU
collection 301522), all approximately 5 mm in diameter and with diameter constant along
exposed length. Burrows are parallel to stratification; specimen is not orientated and it is
unknown whether burrows are on top or lower surface. Individual burrows are unbranched,
curved to irregularly meandrine, sharp walled; intersections are rare. They possess sharply
defined unlined walls and a finer grained but variably preserved greenish clay infill. Where
better preserved, the internal fill possesses gently curved meniscae, up to ten per centimetre
and essentiaIly perpendicular to the burrow walls.

Remarks. Muensteria von Sternberg, 1833 is a poorly-defined ichnogenus (Hiintzschel, 1975)
and its relationship to other simple meniscate burrows such as Hydrancyclus von Fiseher
Doster, 1858, Keckia Glocker, 1841 and Scalarituba Weller, 1899 is very vague. Clearly,
taxonomic re-evaluation of meniscate burrows is necessary as most are probably synonyms.
This revision is being undertaken currently, as noted by Squires & Advocate (1984); until
this detailed evaluation is published, Muensteria is regarded as the most suitable descriptor
for simple meniscate burrows by law of priority. Simple meniscate burrows range throughout
the Phanerozoic and are facies-crossing forms.
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Ichnogenus Neonereites Seilacher, 1960
Neonereites multiserialis ichnosp. nov.

Fig. 5a, b

Holotype. MGUH 18.295 from GGU Sample 301523.

Paratype. MGUH 18.296 from GGU Sample 301520.

Horizon and location. Wulff Land Formation (Silurian, Early Wenlock), east side of the
valley north of Apollo Sø in Wuiff Land (fig. 3).

Diagnosis. Neonereites Seilacher, 1960 with chains composed of more than two rows of
pustules or pods when preserved in convex hyporelief or, conversely, dimples or pods in
epirelief.

Description. The holotype is preserved in convex hyporelief on the sole of a 25 mm thick,
parallel laminated to low angle cross-Iaminated fine-grained sandstone. It consists of a
meadering 'trail', 25 cm in totallength (though incompletely preserved along 9 cm) and with
an average width of 2.3 cm. The trail has a reasonably well-defined axial medial groove on
either side of which are arranged juxtaposed compound biserial pods. Though preservation
is sometimes incomplete, the 'trail' therefore possesses quadriserial pods across its width,
though occasionally they are triserial. Individual pods are circular or subcircular, smooth,
but exhibit an irregular surface; they vary in diameter from 0.4-0.8 mm. Projecting from
dose to one extremity of the holotype is a prong of essentiaIly biserial pods with no
well-defined medial groove. The holotype slab also preserves a small isolate poorly-pre
served trace which is akin to N. multiserialis. The paratype is 5.5 cm in length with a
maximum width of 2 cm. Similarly preserved in convex hyporelief, the trail consists of
triserial and, mainly, quadriserial, smoothly circular or subcircular pods, 0.4-0.5 mm in
diameter, with only a weakly defined medial groove.

Remarks. Neonereites was erected by Seilacher (1960) for irregularly curving chains of
uniserially or biseriaIly arranged dimples when preserved as negative epireliefs, or pods or
pustules when preserved as positive hyporeliefs. Benton (1982) has subsequently reporte\!
the ichnogenus preserved as positive epireliefs (hence demonstrating that they are truly
spheroidal) but we are unaware of any records of preservation in concave hyporelief. Our
diagnosis of the new ichnospecies therefore allows for preservation in both concave and
convex epirelief but only for convex hyporelief.

Seilacher & Meischner (1965) and Chamberlain (1971) suggested that Neonereites was
probably a behavioural variant of the ichnogenera Scalarituba Weller, 1899 and Nereites
MacLeay, 1839 (= Phyllodocites Geinitz, 1867 view) , but they did not formally enforce the
synonymy. Additionally , many authors still prefer to regard these ichnogenera as distinctive,
particularly when dealing with more poorly preserved material than that available to
Seilacher & Meischner (see, for example, Pickerill, 1981; Benton, 1982; Crimes & Gerrns,
1982; Turner & Benton, 1983).

Until now, Neonereites possessed two ichnospecies, N. uniserialis Seilacher, 1960 and N.
biseriaiis Seilacher, 1960, which are characterised respectively by uniserial and biserial rows
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Fig. 5, a. Holotypc of Neonereilcs ml/friseriafis ichnosp. nov., X 0.5. MGUH HL2YS from GaU
collection 301523. b. Paratype af Neonereires mll!tiseriaii.l" ichnosp. nov .. x 0.45. MG UH 18.296 from

GaU collcction 301520.

of pustules ar pods. Thc Greenland material cannat bc accommodatcd at thc ichnospccific
level into eithcr N. uniserialis Ol' N. biserialis. Ekdalc et af, (1984, fig. 18-5, p. 239) have
figured a smaller example identificd merelyas Neoncreites hut which is prohahly conspecific

with N. muffiserialis.
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Neonereites Seilacher, 1960 is a facies-crossing form ranging in age from Late Precambrian
(Fedonkin, 1977) to Tertiary (Hantzschel, 1975).

Ichnogenus Nereites MacLeay, 1839
Nereites jacksoni Emmons, 1844

Fig.4e

Description. Several specimens preserved in GGU collection 301515 in negative epirelief.
Individual traces are generally poorly preserved and consist of variably and irregularly
sinuous to meandering burrows, each 2 mm in diameter and of consistent width along
exposed courses. In places, individual burrows possess a green clay fill; where clay fill is
absent, burrow fill is identical to enclosing fine-grained sandstone. Though typically struc
tureless, the burrow fills rarely show crude meniscate-like structures developed perpendic
ular to the burrow walls. Notably, however, these are developed only in those portions of
individual burrows orientated normal to the well-developed fraeture pattern in the slab. an
each side of individual burrows are poorly-preserved dense (3-4 per cm), rounded and
smooth lobes up to 2.5-3 mm in length.

Remarks. The detailed systematic ichnology of Nereites MacLeay, 1839 has been recently
undertaken by Benton (1982). af the four ichnospecies he recognised, the Greenland
material is most c10sely comparable to N. jacksoni Emmons, 1844 and is diagnosed as such.
This has also been confirmed by comparison with topotype material from the Silurian
Waterville Formation of Maine (R. K. Pickerill, personal observations). Although forming
the type ichnogenus of the deep-water marine Nereites ichnofacies of Seilacher (1967),
Nereites has been reported from a wide variety of marine settings and should be regarded as
facies-crossing (Hakes, 1976). It ranges in age from the Vendianffommotian (Crimes &
Gerrns, 1982) to Holocene (Gregory, 1969).

Ichnogenus Paleodictyon Menegheni, 1850
Paleodictyon (Glenodictyon) imperfectum Seilacher, 1977

Fig.6b

Description. A single specimen (MGUH 18.298 from GGU collection 301525) preserved in
positive hyporelief on a fine-grained sandstone sole. It consists of a polygonal burrow
network typified by unequaIly sized and shaped polygons. Individual polygons may be
complete or incomplete; where the former they are typically hexagonal. Polygons are 8-13
mm across and the burrows are 1.0-1.5 mm in diameter and virtually circular in cross
section. The burrows run in straight to gently curved lines for 4-8 mm before turning at
angles of 10-80°.

Remarks. Although detailed systematic treatments of Paleodictyon Menegheni, 1850 have
been given by both Seilacher (1977) and Ksiazkiewicz (1977), its ichnospecies and exactly
which criteria should be utilised to recognise distinctive ichnospecies remain unresolved.
Both these authors recognise many (and different) ichnospecies based on different criteria
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Fig. 6. a. Me{?ograplOJl irregulare Ksiazkicwicz, 1968, x 0.45, MGUH 18.297 from GGU collet:tion
301521. b. Po/eodie/yon (Gle/lodiClyon) imperjecfwn Scilachcr. 1977, x 0.55. MGUH IR.29R from
GGU collection 301525. c. '.Ja/eodie/yon ichnosp., X 0.85. MG UH 18.299 from GGU collection 301S']fi.

and a systematic review ol' the ichnogenus is still necessary. Nevertheless, the specimen
hereill is clearly cOllspecific with P. (G/enodicfyon) imperjeclum as described by Seilachcr
(1977) and Benton (1982), and il is diagnoscd as such. Pa(eodictyo/l is cssentially Ordovician

(Pickerill. 1980) to Holocene (Ekdale, 1980) in age and is typically, though not cxcIusivcly, a

dcep-walcr trace. Thc Cambrian rccording by Crimcs & Anderson (1985) is qucstionable, at
hest.

Pa/eodie/yon ichnosp.
Fig.6c

Descriplion. A single specimen (MGUH IR.299 from GGU collection 301516) poorly
preserved in positive hyporelief an a fine-grained sandstone sole. It consists of generaIly
im.:omplete. rarely complete, irregular polygonal nets 6-8 mm across. BurrO\vs run in

I) Rnpporl nr. 137
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straight to gently curved lines for 3-7 mm before turning at angles of 1~90° and are
extremely narrow, typically less than 1 mm diameter.

Remarks. The poor and incomplete preservation of most nets precludes ichnospecies deter
mination of this specimen. The smaller net size and narrower burrow diameter suggest,
however, that the specimen is not P. (Glenodictyon) imperfectum as described above.

Discussion

Submarine slopes, be they modem or ancient, are undoubtedly features that exhibit
considerable topographic and physiographic variation, particularly with respect to the in
clusion of intraslope basins and, especially, channelised features such as canyons, channeis,
chutes and gullies with their associated fans (see Cook et al., 1982; Buck & Bottjer, 1985).
Channel and fan sequences in the fossil record are well documented, as are their contained
trace fossil assemblages (e.g. Crimes, 1977; Pickerill, 1981; Ekdale et al., 1984). However,
'interchannel' slope deposits (sensu Buck & Bottjer, 1985) and their trace fossil assemblages
remain poorly documented, particularly those of Lower Palaeozoic age.

The Wulff Land Formation is a slope to basin sequence in which channellised or fan facies
associations have not been recognised (Hurst & Surlyk, 1982). Presumably such slope
sequences as that represented by the Wulff Land Formation or 'interchannel' slope deposits
sensu Buck & Bottjer (1985) were subject to different physico-chemical conditions than their
channelised/fan counterparts. Different trace fossil assemblages may exist, therefore, in such
different sequences (Crimes, 1977), though much more data than those presented here are
required to test this hypothesis. Indeed, we are aware of only a single example where trace
fossils have been described from a comparable Lower Palaeozoic slope sequence to that
present in North Greenland (Narbonne, 1984, see below). However, Narbonne & Packard
(1983) recorded the ichnogenera Cruziana d'Orbigny, 1842, Lockeia James, 1879, Phycodes
Richter, 1850, Pilichnia Chamberlain, 1971, Taenidium Heer, 1877 and Zoophycos Massa
longo, 1855 from Silurian-Devonian slope deposits of Somerset, Griffith, Comwallis and
Devon Islands in Arctic Canada and Narbonne & James (1984) report Cylindrichnus Toots
in Howard, 1966, Diplocraterion?, Palaeophycus Hall, 1847, Planolites Nicholson, 1873,
Skolithos Haldemann, 1840 and Syncoprulus Richter & Richter, 1939 from the Cow Head
Group (Cambrian-Ordovician) ofwestem Newfoundland. Unfortunately these preliminaty
reports have not been published in detail and the occurrences cannot be realistically
assessed.

The material under consideration here contains a total of nine distinctive ichnospecies. Of
these, Helminthopsis is the most commonly occurring form and the remainder are repre
sented by single or relatively few specimens. At the ichnogeneric level, it is evident that most
traces are facies-crossing forms (e.g. Chondrites, Gordia, Helminthopsis, Muensteria, Neo
nereites), which have been reported from a variety of neritic to basinal flysch regimes. It is
hardly surprising, therefore, that these forms should occur in slope deposits, particularly as
they all range throughout the Phanerozoic and some (Helminthopsis, Neonereites) even into
the Vendian. Nevertheless, apart from questionable Neonereites reported by Narbonne
(1984) from Silurian slope deposits of Arctic Canada (see below), none of the forms have
previously been recorded in Lower Palaeozoic slope sequences. This is also true of the
remaining ichnogenera (Megagrapton, Nereites, Paleodictyon) which are typically reported
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from basinal flysch sequences and only on occasion from shallow water neritic regimes
(Hakes, 1976; Crimes & Anderson, 1985).

As noted above only a single description of Lower Palaeozoic slope trace fossil as
semblages has been published to date. In this, Narbonne (1984) lists the folIowing ich
nogenera: Chondrites, ?Neonereites, Margaratichnus?, Palaeophycus, Phycodes, Skolithos
and Teichichnus Seilacher, 1955. This assemblage contrasts markedly with that described
above from the Wulff Land Formation. Stringer & Pickerill (1980) have interpreted the
Matapedia Group (Middle Ordovician - Lower Silurian) of northern New Brunswick,
eastern Canada as another slope deposit (see also Pickerill, 1980) and, although as yet
unpublished, the trace fossil assemblage from this sequence comprises Chondrites, Glocker
ichnus Pickerill, 1982, Gordia, Helminthoida Schafhautl, 1851, Helminthopsis, Muensteria,
Neonereites, Nereites, Palaeophycus Hall, 1847, Phycosiphon, Skolithos, Syncoprulus and
Yakutatia Hantzschel, 1962 (R. K. Pickerill' personal observations and collections). Nota
bly, this assemblage includes all the ichnogenera recorded from the Wulff Land Formation
with the exception of the graphoglyptids (Megagrapton and Paleodictyon). Like the as
semblage from the Wulff Land Formation, it contrasts markedly with the trace fossil
assemblage from Arctic Canada. Reasons for this contrast are unknown.

In a series of papers published in the 1970s, Seilacher (summarised in Frey & Seilacher,
1980) suggested a progressive increase in flysch (deep-water) trace fossil diversity during the
Palaeozoic. The three examples mentioned above are essentiaIly coeval and contain 7-13
distinctive ichnogenera which broadly equate with the 4-8 forms documented by Seilacher,
but fall short of the 20 plus forms reported by Pickerill (1980) from late Ordovician flysch of
northern New Brunswick. However, it must be noted that the 12 available samples from the
Wulff Land Formation constitute an extremely small sample and, furthermore, the in
terbedded mudstones were not sampled, although they are bioturbated (Hurst & Surlyk,
1982). Our feeling is that more extensive collecting, especiaIly from the mudstones, would
yield an assemblage including more deposit-feeding trace fossils and would increase the
overall diversity. This is perhaps further reinforced when considering that the three slope
sequences discussed above contain a combined total of at least 18 distinctive ichnogenera. It
the studies of Narbonne & Packard (1983) and Narbonne & James (1984) are included, at
least 26 separate ichnogenera have been recorded from Lower Palaeozoic slope sequences to
date. Future trace fossil analysis of the Wulff Land Formation (and related units) should
therefore be directed to a more extensive examination of the full range of lithologies because
it is only with careful and detailed analysis of such sequences that meaningful diversity
models will eventually be realised.
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Note added in proof

A recent paper by D'Alessandro & Bromley (1987) has examined the taxonomy of meniscate trace
fossils, and we agree with their reasoning to include most material formerly described as Muensteria von
Sternberg, 1833 within Taenidium Heer, 1877. Accordingly, specimens described herein as Muensteria
should be regarded as Taenidium; conc1usions made in this paper, however, are unaffected by this
change.

D'Alessandro, A. & Bromley, R. G. 1987: Meniscate trace fossils and the Muensteria-Taenidium problem. Palaeontol

ogy 30, 743-763.




